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INTRODUCTION.

A brief announcement of the recently discovered mineral
benitoite was made in a preliminary paper issued in July, 1907. 1
The purpose of the present paper is to give a general description of the nature of the occurrence and a more complete
account of the major minerals than was possible at that time.
The writer is indebted to Mr. R. W. Dallas, vice-president and
manager, and Mr. Thomas Hayes, superintendent of the Dallas
Mining Company for permission to visit the mine and for assistance in obtaining material for study; and to Shreve and
Company of San Francisco and in particular Mr. G. Eacret,
head of the diamond department, for gem and other material
and assistance in many ways during the progress of the work.
Since the public announcement of the discovery of this
beautiful gem mineral many efforts have been made to find new
occurrences of it, but so far without success. The writer has,
in connection with another problem, examined several hundred
occurrences of analogous deposits, and several other geologists
who have worked in the Coast Ranges of California have taken
1 Benitoite, a New California Gem Mi1leral, by George Davis Louderback, with Chemical Analysis by WaIter C. Blasdale. Univ. Calif. Publ.
Bull. Dept. Geol., V, No. 9 (July, 1907), pp. 149-153. Announcement was
then made that new material had been received and a more complete report
would follow. 'l'he main points of this latter report were presented before
the Geological Society of America at its Albuquerque meeting in December, 190i. Various causes have contributed to the delay in publication of
this material, in particular a severe illness which has kept the writer from
the field of activity for the greater part of a year. In returning now
to the completion of the manuscript for publication it is found that recently certain phases of the work have been duplicated by others. The
resulis are presented here, however, as they were originally worked out by
the writer and his co-worker and reference made to the other articles at the
end of the paper.
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particular notice of min.erals and veins occnrring in similar
geologic surroundings without seeing either of the more characteristic minerals of this particular deposit. And it is not
because these minerals are difficult to see, for on the contrary
they are striking in appearance. They do not occur as microscopic forms~ but always in distinctly visible crystals commonly
of fairly good size. It would appear reasonable to conclude
that the minerals have not been simply overlooked, but that
they are really very restricted in their occurrence and are due
to a special and unusual set of conditions-a peculiar variation,
as the writer believes, of a type of geologic activity of rather
general occurrence along the Coast Ranges. The locality and
general g'eological surroundings therefore assume considerable
interest.
THr~

LOCALITY.

~

The only locality of benitoite knov\'n at present lies in San
Benito County, California, near the Fresno County line, on a
short trihutary of the San 13enito River v,~hich joins the latter
near its souree. It is on the west side of the Diablo Range and
not far from its summit line, and about twenty-five miles in
a straight line (probably thirty-five miles by road) north of
Coalinga, where the mining company that owns and works the
property has its headquarters and from which it ships its supplies. 2 Its geographical position is represented on the jndex
map, plate 27. The mine is located on section 25. township ]8
south, rang~ 12 east, l\Iount Diablo base and meridian.
2 It has been found wry difficult to determine just who is the (liscoverer
of this interesting deposit. Different indivic1uals have laid claim to this
title and a comparison of tlwir various accounts shmvs that the ambition
to be so calleu has led to misrepresentations of the facts. As the ,..riter
has already givell names in his preliminary report and has found that
the original accounts giYen him are not entirely correct, he feels that a
further statement is due. Mr. J. M. Conch, a prospector of Coalinga,
grubstaked by )'lr. Dallas, hacl in December found some deposits that
seemed to nee(l further examination, and Mr. Dallas induced Mr. L. B.
Hawkins of Los Angeles to accompany Couch into the mountains for that
purpose. While out to examine some copper prospects they happened on
the benitoite deposit and each claims to be responsible for the discovery.
Having no idea of the nature of the material, they took some back to town
for further enlightenment. At first the idea, expressed by some "expert"
in Los Angeles, prevailed that the material "as volcanic glass apd of no
value. Later some stones were cnt in San Francisco, the lapidary believing
that they were sapphires, and for some time the property was knOlm as
the Sapphire ~Iine.
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GENERAL GEOLOGICAL SlTRROUNDINGS.

The Diablo Range is primarily a range of folding and is
essentially anticlinal in its structure. The rock formations of
which it is composed rise up from the "Great Valley" on the
east exposing in the characteristic way, and chiefly through
the effects of erosion, older and older strata as we approach the
summit region, the rocks dipping to the west and appearing in
reverse order as we descend the western slope. Often the general
rise from the Great Valley is marked by one or more gentle
or subsidiary folds, or it is modified by faulting, and such var;ations are especially common on the west side where the main
range is flanked by a more or less mountainous country as far
as the coast.
Hmvever, the Diablo Range is not in its general nature a
single great anticline with axis practically coincident with the
range line. It consists of a series of anticlinal axes arranged
en echelon, their strikes lying generally more west of north
and south of east than the topographic summit line. In contrast to the subsidiary or minor flanking anticlinal folds, these
may be called the primary anticlinal components of the range.
rrhe noses of these component folds run out into the valley,
gradually flattening down until they disappear. These anticlines are so placed with respect to each other that the summit
divide runs along one for a greater or less distance, and then
dipping down to a pass rises again to the next axis, and so on.
rrhe outcropping strata pass along the flank of the anticline,
swing' about the end and turn back into the range, then curve
about in the opposite direction along the synclinal axis and out
along the flank of the next succeeding anticline.
By reference to the map (plate 27) the general nature of
the structure in the vicinity of the benitoite locality can be
recognized by its influence on the topography. From some distance to the north of the mineral occurrence an axis of a
primary anticlinal component occnpies the summit region, and
passing a short distance to the east of the gem mine continues
in a southeasterly direction and runs out some miles into the
valley, where it pitches below the plain just northeast of Coal-
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inga. This particular anticlinal lobe is of considerable interest in another way, for its lower portion near the valley has
produced and is producing large quantities of petroleum, and
it was along the nose of this anticline that the first important
development of the Coalinga oil fields took place.
The next succeeding primary anticlinal component forms
that part of the range to the west of I..Jos Gatos Creek and Coalinga. The synclinal area between the two is well marked
topographically by the depression in which flows Los Gatos
Creek and its tributary, White Creek, the pass at the heaP.,
and the depression occupied by San Benito Creek on the western slope. These corresponding depressions (in part structural,
but modified by erosion) and the saddle between them naturally
determine the position of a road crossing the mountains from
the interior valley towards the coast, and this is the road followed to reach the benitoite locality from Coalinga.
Ascending the mountains one sees a remarkable display of
formations starting with the Recent of the valley, crossing in
succession various divisions of the Quaternary, Pliocene, Miocene, Eocene, TJ pper and Lower Cretaceous .and ending with
the Franciscan which with its associated intrusives occupies
the highest portions of the range. It is in these last named
rocks that the minerals under discussion occur.
Owing to the general structure just described, the exposures
of the Franciscan and their associated igneous rocks do not
everywhere occupy the summit line of the main range, but extend out along the axes of the anticlinal components. Thus
•
these rocks of the benitoite locality extend southward along the
spur that runs into the valley northeast of Coalinga, while later
rocks occupy the divide at the pass. The older rocks again
appear at the surface along the range line farther south along
the axis of the next anticlinal component.
All of the rock formations of this section down to and including the Knoxville (usually considered Lower Cretaceous),
as is common in the Coast Ranges, are unaltered or but slightly
altered sediments and show nothing in the nature of schist
formation and very little in the '\Tay of veination-and this of
superficial origin. The Franciscan series is in marked contrast.
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It consists of more or less altered sandstones ( often more
properly graywacke), shales (frequently slates), radiolarial1
cherts and local areas of various types of more or less re crystallized rocks, which are frequently coarsely crystalline schists.
rrhis series is also intruded by various types of basic igneous
rocks and by dikes and large (bathylithic?) masses of serpentine. A particularly large mass of serpentine occupies the summit region of the anticlhle north of Coalinga; and it is in the
midst of this that the benitoite mine is located. It is the same
mass that has been referred to in the literature as passing just
back of the New Idria quicksilver mines which are situated about
five or six miles north of the benitoite locality. In the vicinity
of the gem mine it is sever~l miles wide and extends down the
range some distance to the southeast.
Scattered through this serpentine area are included patches
of the Franciscan, sometimes of considerable size and sometimes
only a few yards or even feet across. These patches may consist of any of the types of rocks mentioned above or any combination of them with or without associated basic igneous materials. Patches of schist are quite common and of considerable
variety, including glaucophane, actinolite, hornblende, garnet,
mica, chlorite and other schists, and they often carry welldeveloped crystals either as part of the body of the, schist or
in the veins by which they are frequently traversed. Attempts
have been made to discover some regularity of strikes, or dips
or other structural relations, but without success. These patches
appear in general to be detached masses included at the time
of the intrusion of the serpentine, and to bear no particular
relationship in their attitude to the roof or country from "\vhich
they were separated.
It is in one of these masses inclosed in the serpentine that
the mineral deposits under consideration are found.
OCCURRENCE.

Benitoite occur"s in a zone of narrow veins of natrolite, which
traverses an irregular lens-shaped inclusion in the serpentine. 3
a The occurrence of the minerals is also discussed by Arnold: Science,
n. s., Vol. XXVII (1908), pp. 312-314.
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General vie,v of benitoite . locality and mine, August, 1908. B-A, limits of included rock Inass in which the zone
of Inineralization occurs.
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The outcrop occurs on a hill which, as shovm in plate 28, is
separated from the neighboring ridge by erosional depressions
on all sides. Practically all of the country in view in this photograph, which was taken looking a little east of north, is serpentine, including the basal portion of the mine hill. The rock
mass directly associated with the veins lies along the top of
the hill from a point directly below A to one directly below B,
and is about 520 feet long, and perhaps 400 feet in its widest
part.
The outcrop of the mineralized belt lies entirely on the side
of the summit visible in the photograph and extends along a
line determined in the photograph by the right end of the cut
and top of the dump. It is a zone of veination which consists
of a large number of irregular stringer-veins running along
together in the general direction of elongation of the zone, and
connected by many branches and anastomosing laterals. The
rock in the vicinity of the veins is altered by recrystallization,
metasomatosis, and impregnation, in some places porous from
solution of certain constituents, in others tough and cemented
by natrolite impregnation.
EFFECTS OF EARTH MOVEMENT AND PRESSURE.

Considerable movement has taken place both before and since
the mineral deposition, and it is distinctly concentrated along
the mineralized zone. The great majority of the planes of movement and crushing lie in or near the p1'tne of strike of the zone
of mineralization, but a few are transverse.
The effects of pressure may be tabulated:
1. Local schistosity.
Genetically related to deposit. { 2. Cracks and spaces giving loci of veins
and druses.

Subsequent to ueposit.

{

3. Sheeting, crushing, anu brecciation.
4. Paulting and displacement of veins.

In the first three of these groups the planes lie approximately
in the zone of mineralization. A few of the later fault-planes
are transverse and have displaced the veins and rendered the
deposits more or less discontinuous.
The appearance of schistosity in the massive rocks seems
to be limited to the immediate vicinity of the zone of veination
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and the planes of schistosity lie roughly parallel to the outcrop.
This is especially noticeable at the east end of the zone where
the rock is a fine-grained greenstone, and along the line of the
zone sho\ys incipient schistosity and is traversed by narro\\' yeins
of natrolite lying chieHy in the planes of foliation.
The cracks and spaces in "which the veins have been deposited
are not always completely filled. and drusy cracks and geodal
cavities are quite common. As might be expected, many of the
hest crystals. and almost all of the better specimens, are ohtained from such drusy spaces. Often the tilling has proceeded
so far that \vhile a number of the crystals from opposite walls
have nnited, the majority are still free. These may be split
open. Plate 29 shows a slab three feet long and eighteen inches
maximum width which has been so opened, exhibiting the corresponding drusy surfaces. Plate 30 and plate :33 shO\y smaller
surfaces more in detail.
Sheeting is very marked in the face of the open cut, as can
be distinctly seen in plate 31. To the right of the rope it is
very wdl developed with vertical planes. It occnrs in other
parts of the mine also. Crushing' is evident here and in other
places where sheeting is not developed.
It is interesting in this connection to note that eastward
beyond the limits of the vein-bearing rock-lens, and in continnation of the direction of the zone of mineralization, the serpentine is badl~r hrecciated.
Evidences of movement are very plentiful-hoth fault-planes
and displacements. In the face of the open cut (plate 31) the
rope lies on a very distinct plane of movement. To its right
is crushed, sheeted, and altered greenstone; to the left the veinstone and tough impregnated wall-rock is seen broken into separate blocks.
This crushing and faulting of the mineralized zones allows
the ready seepage of water, and therefore favors decomposition.
The rock outside the impregnation zone has suffered the most
from this, and especially in the sheeted areas has suffered so
from oxidation and other changes that it is often impossible to
get a definite idea of its original nature. In the mineral druses,
where permeable, the "waters have deposited a layer of lirnonite

BU LL. DEPT. GEOL. UN IV. CAL.
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Portion of velll split open to show drusy interior. Benitoite and
neptunite crystals, and white natrolite veinstone partially coated with a
llmoni te film. A bou t lh natural size.
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Neptllnjte prism in natrolite druse. The inner pure white natrolite js separated
from the soda amphibole rock by a layer of greenish natroljte.
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over the natrolite, and disfigured its shining pure white surface.
The general dark areas in plate 29 are due to limonite films.
Fortunately, the benitoite and most of its associates are very
resistant to weathering, and besides they are generally well enclosed in impregnated blocks that shed the water into their more
porous neighbors. Plate 32 is a more general view of the face
of the cut, and the distribution of vein-stone can be there
better followed. The rope lies on the fault-plane, and to
its right is the sheeted greenstone. Starting from the curve in
the rope, to the left a number of harder blocks are to be seen
lying almost on a le,Tel. These are all "ore" . Above them is
a greenish blue, porous, highly altered country, characterized
by an extensive development of green to blue amphiboles. At
the left edge of the photograph is a large mass extending to
the floor of the cut. It is evidently a breccia, and is highly
impregnated. It also is "ore ", if in part low grade. This mass
extended out originally into the cut, where it was separated
from the vein-stone in the face as a result of a transverse fault.
The zone here dips to the left. Its irregularity is evident. The
highest visible point of the rim is thirty-seven feet above the
floor of the cut.
vYe may consider briefly the practical bearings of these postveination movements. They have increased the difficulty of
mining by producing irregularity and discontinuity of the gembearing matrix, by leaving the rock in a weakened condition so
that movement and caving are always imminent, and by affording ready access of surface water into the workings.
The workings are at present so shallow that there is not sufficient evidence on which to base an opinion as to whether these
conditions will change or not with increasing depth.
SIZE AND ATTITUDE OF OUTCROP.

The outcrop of the mineralized zone is not very extensive.
At its widest point it is about sixty-four feet. Its length is not
over four hundred feet. Of this the easternmost part carries
barren natrolite veinlets and the wall-rock shows a minimum
of metasomatic alteration. Benitoite has been found at the surface along only about 230 feet of the zone, and at the extremes
of this distance only in very small quantity.
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The general trend of the outcrop is north 64 west. In the
cut the western part dips about 68 0 north, while in the face it
dips 65° north. At the east end of the mineralized zone the
greenstone with incipient schistosity and the barren veins of
natrolite lying in these planes strike north 59° west and dip
75° north. In other words, the zone turns slightly to the south
before dying out.
0

GENERAL RELATIONS OF MINERALS IN VEINS.

The most abundant mineral of the veins is natrolite, which
occurs chiefly in granular aggregates. Indications of crystal
form are largely limited to the drusy cavities, and even there
the natrolite generally forms in peculiar groups, projecting in
small roof-shaped ridges or coxcomb-like forms, and only very
rarely developing the prismatic forms usually characteristic of
natrolite. Some of the druses are filled with very small needles
of green or blue-green amphibole, and lying in the midst of
the cavity supported by these needles the natrolite often occurs
as equant4 polyhedral aggregates of from 1 to 3 millimeters
in diameter, not at all suggestive of the mineral natrolite. lVlost
conspicuous and beautiful in this white ground of the natrolite
gangue are the scattered idiomorphic crystals of the blue equant
or somewhat tabular benitoite and the brilliant black neptunite
prisms, showing here and there a touch of deep red. These
minerals are the characteristic and more abundant minerals of
the benitoite-bearing veins.
In plate 30 it is apparent that surrounding the drusy
cavity is a layer of white (natrolite) and that it is followed
by a layer of darker color. This outer layer is of variable
thickness-from a fraction of an inch up to several inches
-and is usually present between the white vein material and
the more definitely recognizable wall-rock. It has a bluish or
greenish tint, and looked at closely is seen to show a granular
structure with luster and cleavage much like the vein-stuff. It
is indeed natrolite which is loaded with numerous microscopic
4 Used in the sense of equidimensional or nearly so, in contrast to tabular or prismatic, as suggested by Cross, Iddings, Pirrson and Washington,
Journ. Geol., XIV (Dec., 1906), p. 698.

BU LL. DEPT. GEOL. UN IV. CAL.
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Detailed view face of open cut, benitoite mine, August, 1908. Sheeted zone
on right, discontinuous masses of veinstone on left.
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needles of greenish or bluish amphibole, etc., and recalling in
its general nature the" Eisennatrolith" of Norway.
Follo'wing this is the more or less altered wall-rock, which
along the central part of the deposit is made up largely of bluish
or greenish amphibole in minute prisms or needles or irregular
tangled mats. I t often has a rather porous and irregular texture, as the result of considerable leaching of the original rock
substance.
THE MINERALS OF THE DEPOSIT.
BENITOITE.

Crystallography.
Benitoit'e crystallizes in the trigonal division of the hexagonal
system and, as will be more fully shown below, it belongs to the
twenty-second or ditrigonal-bipyramidal group of Groth, the trigonotype group of Dana-the first actual example of this type
of symmetry. This is the highest symmetry group of the trigonal division-too high to exhibit rhombohedra which are so
characteristic of this division that it is often called the rhombohedral division or system.
The axial ratio c: a is 0.7344, determined as the average of
27 direct measurements of the angle between p (1011) and c
(0001) with the two-circle goniometer.
The detailed data obtained from 7 crystals are as follows:
40° 14' -2
16i'-1
18' -4
19' -1
21' ' - I
22' -2

good, 1 fair.
good, 1 poor.
excellent, 3 good, 7 fair, 2 poor.
excellent, 1 poor.
good, 1 fair.
fair.

Giving weights of 4, 3, 2, and 1 for excellent, good, fair, and
poor reflections, respectively, the average is 40° 17:94; a simple
average, all readings being given same weight, gives 40° 18:04.
The closeness to the value for apatite (Dana, 0.7346 5 ) is striking, but the symmetry is different and the relationshi'p otherwise not apparep.t.
5 Baumhauer in Zeit. fur Kryst., XVIII (1891), p. 40, has collected the
various values for the axial ratio of apatite and gives values from 0.7294
to 0.7353.
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rrhe elements according to the system of Goldschmidt, as
a: c = 1: 0.7344 (G 1 ), are as follows:
(10)

! c=0.734411g c=9.865931Ig ao=O.37263

Ilg Po=9.68984 1 ao=2.3585

I Po=0.4896

IG

2

or by selection of the other set of axes,
1--C~2-720 IIg c=0.10449!lg a o=0.1340711g ;0=9.928391 ao=I-:36i7In~::;o.8480-1 G J
TABLE OF ANGLES.

No.,I Let.

GJ •
x

H~

:Bravais,

P

,,~lI

.".,

7Jll

1

:, Prixsms I

1",

d,~tIlP

il
I,
II 'y
,
iI
I I
,
0001
I
o
o
i
0°00'
;'
0°00
!
0°00';
0°00'
0°00'
,
0
0
0
l' c
2 I a
00
000
1120 ' 30°00' 9000 1i 90 00 ; 90 00 : 3000 6000 0.5773
00
00
3
'm
000, 1- co
1010
0 00 i 90 00 ,! 0 00 i 90 00; 0 00 ; 90 00
0
i
00
-00
4
p.
-000
0110 il60 00 .90001,9000 19000 6000' 30 00 ; 1. 7321
00
00
000 40 18
0 ; 0.8480 0.8480
5
P
+10 +1 1011 !i 000 .40 18' 000 i 40 18
6
7r
-10 -1
01111:6000140181136191225913404 1852 0.7349'0.42400.8480
000 2258
0
0.4240: 0.4240
7 l' :+~O +i 1012 i 0 00 i 2258\1 000,2258
2241 ,; 3000 17112 li 55 45 16832 : 28 15 5504 1.4687 i 2.5440: 2.9375
60
8
d'
2
I

I

1

I

1

1

A number of crystals shmy a more complicated form that
lies vicinal to 7r and in the angle where 7r, 111, and p meet. These
faces may occur complete for the symmetry as far as one face7r
and its corresponding face vertically below are concerned-that
is, one in each of the corresponding p, 7r, rn corners; but they
have not yet been found corresponding to the complete symmetry of a whole crystal. The)~ are uniformly dull, and give
no opportunity for accurate measurement. :l\Iany attempts at
measurement were made with unsatisfactory results, and the following approximation may be given: x = - 17io (10 1 9 10). At
least one other was observed, and recognized as different by the
different triangular trace that it produces, but it is so near 7r in
its attitude and so dull that no approximation is attempted.
x seems to be the more common of the vicinai forms and wa~
observed on a number of crystals. It is of interest as the bestdefined representative of a general form yet observed.
The positive set of planes give much better reflections than
the negative set. /-t (1010) gives generally unsatisfactory reflections. The linit pyramid faces -t- should sho'w the simple
relation that one appears at each (<t>+n 60) ° with the same
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p=40° 18'; likewise a prism face at each (cj>+n 60) ° \rith p

90:). To illustrate the nature of the measurements obtained,
results are here given for two crystals. In general it has been
found that all of the individual faces of a form are not measurable on the same crystal.

=

Crystal So. 3

:I\leasure,l.

Reflection.

cp
pI
7["~

p:3
7["4

1':.
1T U

1nl

mo

0° 00'
;39 0 59'
1 H)O 56'
broken
240° 00'
299° 54'

40° 18'
40 4'
40 ° 18'

excel.
poor
good

0° 00'
60° 00'
120° 00'

P
40° 18'
40° 18'
40 0 18'

40° 18'
40 0 18'

excel.
fair

240° 00'
300 0 00'

40° 18'
40° ] 8'

OC 00'
240° 00'

90° 00'
89° 58'

g-ood
fair

0° 00'
240° 00'

90 00'
90° 00'

Crystal No. 1

7r 2

p3
1T4
ll~

-rrij

11/ 1
jJ..~

m:J
Jn G

0

]

Measured.

cp

pI

Calculated.

cp

p

00
60°
1200
180 °
239
300°
0°
60°
1200
240 0
0

00'
05'
04'
01'
58'
01'
00'
04'
05'
01'

Reflection.
p

40 0
40°
40 0
40°
40°
40°
90°
90°
90°
90°

19'
19'
22'
22'
21'
21'
00'
00'
00'
00'

excel.
poor
fair
good
good
fair
fair
fair
fair
fail'

Measured.

(P
(l

(1012)
(112"1)

cl

(2241)

r

0

00
89 °
90°
71°
71 °

02'
fi9'
00'
07'
12'

2:3
30 0
30 0
30 0
30°
0

Calcula ted.
P
00'
03:
04'
03'
00'

cp

p

0° 00'
90° 00'

30° 00'

71 ° 12'

30° 00'

~2

0

5S~

For a and cl the two sets of readings are averages from two
crystals.
For x the average on one crystal was cj>=55 ° 22' p=41° 48' ;
on another cj>=54° 49' p=·n° 39'. rrhe calculated angles for
-1%0 are cj>=55° 01' p=41 ° 48'.
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Habit.-The most common habits are distinctly trigonal and
pyramidal. Although prism faces are almost universally present they are always comparatively small, and no approach to
a prismatic habit has yet been observed. The largest crystal
yet seen is about two and a half inches across, but is of unusual
size. rrhe majority are less than one inch across. The neglltive
pyramid generally shows the largest faces, p commonly not
reaching to c, and thus giving a triangular outline to the basal
plane. The prisms appear as narrow bands. The basal plane
may more rarely be absent, and p is then quite small. This gives
the two habits shown in figures 1 and 2, plate 37. The positive
pyramids reach the basal plane in about 20 per cent. of the
crystals and then a hex.agonal outline is produced, the edges generally being distinctly in two alternate groups (pI. 37, fig. 3).
Only one crystal was seen wherein was produced a pseudohexagonal symmetry. A peculiar habit that has been found in
a few crystals is produced by a predominant basal plane, the
crystal being very thin, and, if growing from one side, has the
appearance of an orthorhombic table.
Only one crystal was found not showing prism faces. The
positive prism m may be narrower than the negative prism as
in plate 38, figure 1, and in about 3 per cent. of the crystals
examined it was absent, as in plate 38, figure 4. On the other
hand, it may be considerably broader than the latter, even when
its corresponding pyramid p is smaller than the negative
pyramid 7T', as in figure 2.
The form r (1012), has been found on considerably less than
half of the crystals in which p does not reach the basal plane, and
then always as a narrow truncation of the 7T' edges. This is shown
in figure 4, plate 37, together with x (101910) which is here
represented as complete for the crystal, although actually it is
not found in all the sectants, and occurs only on a few crystals.
In a certain number of crystals the place of r is then taken by a
strip of horizontal striations or narrow planes due to oscillatory
;growth. The striations are shown in plate 38, figure 3, and in
figure 4 is represented a set of coarser oscillations showing the
origin of the striations as alternations of c and p.
The prism of the second order a (1121) was observed in
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about fifteen crystals in a lot of about 500 examined. It is always
small and may occur without other planes of the second order,
as in plate 38, figure 4, but it is commonly associated with cl
(2241) as in figure 3 of this plate. 1'his form, a, may be dull,
and if bright is not so lustrous as either m or p,. The second
order pyramid, d (2241) was found on eleven crystals in the
same lot. It is always small and with luster inferior to that
of a. I t generally accompanies a., but on two crystals shovving
an oscillatory growth between c and p. it occurs without a.
The basal plane is generally a very brilliant face, as also
the pyramid p. The negative pyramid is frequently dull, and
even when at its best is never as smooth and brilliant as the
posihve. Its surface is almost ahvays uneven and often irregularly curved. This results sometimes in the production of a
wedge-like form for the prism face, the edges 7r 1\ p, and 7r /\ I).
converging towards the right or left. The prisms are generally
quite bright, and if any difference appears, m shows a better
surface than p,. Vertical striations of oscillatory growth are
common on p,.
Symrnetry.-The habit of benitoite is very characteristic of
its trigonal symmetry, and of the presence of a plane of symmetry parallel to the base. The planes at each end of the
vertical axis are always similarly developed, and the identity
of the planes in the upper half with those vertically below are
clearly shown, both by geometrical development and physical
character. There may still be a doubt, however, as to whether the
symmetry is that of the trigonal-bipyramidal or the ditrigonalbipyramidal group. The simple forms that characterize the
benitoite crystals are common to both groups. The planes of
the second order occurring in like development at the end of
each lateral axis, and vicinal form .x, which is occasionally found,
would indicate the group of highest symmetry.
Etch Figl/1·cs.-Etching was also resorted to in the investigation of the symmetry. Good figures may be obtained on the
base and the positive unit forms by treatment with hydrofllloric
acid, and also with fused caustic potash, the results being similar in both cases. The figures with the acid are somewhat
. sharper and easier to handle and wm be especially described.
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These eteh figures are illustrated hy figure ;), plate 37, wherein
the basal plane remaining fixed, the pyramidal planes of the
upper half of the crystal and the prisms are supposed turned
on their upper horizontal edges until brought into the plane
of the dra\ving. This gives the actually observed forms of the
figures on each face, and exhibits clearly the symmetry. The
broken lines are the traces of the three lateral planes of symmetry.
1'he basal plane remains brilliant and gives very distinct
figures. These most commonly show the outline of equilateral
triangles in position reversed with respect to the similar triangular outline of the basal plane, and with its sides parallel
to the edges c 1\ 7T. On one erystal treated with vel','" dilute
acid hexagonal figures were obtained, but the face was also
dotted by numerous small reversed equilateral triangles representing depressions of regular trigonal pyramidal form.
The negative unit pyramid 7T is the most readily attacked
form on the crystaL and very soon becomes dull without 8ho\\"ing any distinct figures. Under very favorable cireumstances.
peculiar figures are obtained, the upper boundaries of which
are very indefinite, but which are distinctly symmetrical ~with
respect to the projection of the c axis.
rrhe negative unit prism (Il) shows generally roel-like or
ellipsoidal depressions ~with sides or elongation parallel to the
c axis. ,\There exceptionally developed figures of hexagonal
outline are produced, two opposite sides are parallel to the c
axis and the whole figure is symmetrical with respeet to a
horizontal and to a vertical line.
1'he positive unit pyramid p remains cluite bright and gIves
good figures, usually quadrilateral and symmetrical to a diagonal parallel to the projection of the c axis on p. In some cases
this quadilateral is truncated by H lille parallel to the edge
p 1\ rn at its upper angle, sometimes at its lower angle also.
In a specimen treated with hot acid, depressions were obtained
corresponding to a truncated' hexagonal pyramid (not regular)
as shown in fig. 5, plate 37.
The positive unit prism (m) is 'with difficulty attacked
and generally shows only small pits with sides parallel to the
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c aXIS; occasionally minute lozenge-shaped figures may be seen

in certain light, s~Tmmetrical with respect to the ec1g-es fL 1\ I'll
and (' 1\ rn.
The figures on the basal plane show conclusively the trigonal
character, and those on the prisms the presence of the horizontal
plane of symmetry. It is also evident that three planes of symmetry pass through the vertical axis and bisect the pyramidal
and prismatic faces, fixing the symmetry as that of the ditrigonal-bipyramidal group, and making benitoite the type of the
hig'hest grade of trigonal symmetry .
•Yatllral Etchillg.-A large number of the crystals of benitoite show natural etching. The negative pyramids commonly
sh(nr various degrees of dulling. This sometimes produces very
striking results, especially when the crystal shows a large development of these planes with the other plane~ quite small,
when the bulk of the surface may be very dull and even cov('red by a film of decomposition, in the midst of which the
small faces may appear clear and brilliant. Triangular figures
on the basal plane occasionally occur, sometimes as depressions
\yhen the triangle is in reversed position with respect to the
triangle of 7r 1\ c, sometimes elevations when they are placerl
in the same attitude as triangle of 7r t\ C. Oceasionally hexagonal figures oceur outlined by grooves parallel to the basal
edges.
Physical Propel'lies.

Hardness 6±-6i; distinctly above orthoclase and labradorite,
and belovv chrysolite and quartz. Densit.v 3.64-3.67. The highest value obtained was on a flawless gem stone of moderately
deep color weighing 1.53243 grams, and giving a value of 3.667.
The clearest obtainable colorless fragment gave 3.65. A number of intermediate values were obtained on clear blne material
and as low as 3.64. Material with fla\vs, cloildy white speeimens~ etc., in general give lower values.
Fracture, conchoic1al to sub-conch oi c1al ; eleavage very llllperfect, pyramidal.
Retractive index b~' prIsm method referred to D line: =
1.7;)7; € about 1.804. Donblt~ refraction strong. and positin'.
(J)

•
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Basal sections show a perfect uniaxial cross which gives a distinct positive reaction with the mica plate.
Color, most commonly pale to deep blue, generally with a
slightly violet tint; transparent. Colorless crystals occur, but
are more rare. The variation in color frequently occurs on
the same crystal, and the "vriter has many in which part of the
crystal is blue and part colorless. The transition is sometimes
gradual and irregular; sometimes it is sharp, the zones being
separated by crystallogTaphic planes. The writer has a slab
cut parallel to the vertical axis to exhibit the pleochroism in
which the line separating the blue from the colorless portion
is parallel to that crystallographic axis. On another crystal
a colorless layer 2 mm. thick lies at the top, and is separated
from the bulk of the crystal which is blue by a plane parallel
to its base. The physical properties of the colorless material
are, except for those dependent on color, the same as those of
the most highly colored ones.
An effort has been made to determine the source of the blue
color of most of the material. but the results have so far been
negative. Some of the colorless material was carefully sc>parated and submitted to Professor Blasdale for chemical analysis,
but it shmvs but slight variation (if any) from that of the
blue, as may be seen by referring to the analyses given farther
on. He also made a careful qualitative examination of a tvvogram portion, but failed to detect any appreciable amounts of
any element that might be reasonably supposed to influence the
color of the minerals. That practically all of the titanium is
in the highest state of oxidation was also shown by dissolving
the material in hydrofluoric acid in an atmosphere of carbon
dioxide. A colorless solution was obtained which failed to reduce potassium permanganate. In the preliminary report the
writer suggested that the color might be due to a small amount
of titanium in the reduced condition in solid solution in the
benitoite molecule. A comparison of the analyses of colorless
and blue samples shows that the Ti0 2 of the former is a half
per cent. or more less than in the latter, and if this can be
accepted as an essential difference it at least is in consonance
with that view. The violet-tinted blue of the extraordinary ray
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is also very suggestive of the color given by the sesquioxide of
titanium. The reduction test stands opposed to this idea unless
the quantity in the material used for the test was very smallor, in other words, unless very small quantities can give distinct colors.
The color is apparently quite stable. No evidence of fading
has been noticed in the cut stones and fragments heated to a
bright red, just short of fusion, for five or six minutes showed
no change whatever after they were again cooled.
Pleochroism is very intense in the deep colored varieties
and is probably the most important test applicable to cut
stones. In the lighter parts the extraordinary ray is a very
slightly greenish blue, inclining to indigo as it becomes darker,
and is very similar to one of the axial colors shown by some
cordierites. In the deeper colored crystals and the thicker layers it is an intense purplish blue. The ordinary ray is white.
The color of the mineral in ordinary light is therefore merely
the color of the extraordinary ray diluted with the white of
the ordinary ray. The extraordinary ray shows strong absorp. tion of sodium light, and renders a determination of the re·
fractive index for that light difficult.
An attempt has been made to represent the pleochroism in
plate 33, figures 2 to 4, as shown in a large cut stone. Figure
2 shows the natural color, and figures 4 and 3 the colors of the
ordinary and extraordinary rays. The stone used is of only
moderate depth of color. Dark colored specimens, if fairly thick,
give such very strong absorption along the extraordinary ray that
the depth of color is hardly reproducible.
It fuses quietly to a transparent glass at about 3.

Chemical Oharacters.
In hydrochloric acid it is practically insoluble, and this permits us to dissolve crystals out of their natrolite matrix without injury to the crystal faces. The natrolite dissolves, leaving
the benitoite in a matrix of hydrous silicic acid which is easily
removed. Sulphuric acid has also been used for this purpose
at the mine. The mineral is attacked by hydrofluoric acid, and
dissolves readily in fused sodium carbonate. Blasdale also finds
it but slowly attacked by molten potassium pyrosulphate.
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The chemical analysis ,,,as kindly undertaken by Professor
Blasdale. A and B ,n're made on the blue material and C on
the ,,-hite.
Ay.
l\f 01. Ratios.
c.
A.
B.
Si0 2
TiO"
BaO

43.56
20.18
36.34

---

43.79
20.00
36.:31

4::Ul8
20.09
36.33

.723
.250
.237

43.61
19.50
37.01

100.12

100.08 100.10

From these is derived the formula BaTiSi;\On which yields
the following calculated 'Talues.
SiO"
TiO"
BaO

43.71
19.32
3(l.97

In an attempt to account for the color of the mineral 13lasdale made various qualitative tests, and reports: "A more
careful examination of a two-gram portion of the h~ue mineral
failed to shmv the presence of appreciahle amounts of iron, cobalt,
manganese, copper or chromium. Very minute quantities of
sodium and aluminum were obtained, but the amounts were so
small as to render it probable that they were derived from the
action of the reagpnts on the glass vessels employed rather than
from the mineral itself. Conclusive evidence of the presence of
the rarer earths, especiall,\T zirconium, tantalum and columbium.
could not be ohtained. Carpful examination of some of tIlt'
mineral in a delicate electroscope gave no indications of radioactivity. " "It was also shown that all the titanium was presE'nt
in the higher dpgree of oxidation. On dissolving the mineral in
hydl~ofluoric acid in an atmosphere of carbon dioxide a colorless
solution ,,,as obtained "vhich failed to reduce potassium permanganate. "
Benitoite is considered by both of us a very acid titanosilicate. Blasdale notes that the formation of salts of an
extremely acidic character is not unusual when the acid concerned possesses very 'weakly acidic properties and the base very
strongly basic ones, also that silicon dioxide possesses a remarkable tendency for the formation of complex poly-acids and that
it is not improbable that the very closely related titanium
dioxide might partially replace it atom for atom in such a compound as the mineral nnder consideration. He suggests that the
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relationship of benitoite to titanite may be represented by the
following formulae:
BENITOITE

TITANITE

0-0

\s/

Ca< >0
Ti

1\

0-.0

0-0
\

/

0
11

Si-O-Si

Ba<

Ti --0 -

/\

0-0

Si

>0

!I

0

Professor Kraus has recently stated objections to this view/l
,vhich ,vas expressed in onr preliminary paper. He considers
the chemical composition of beryl and benitoite sufficiently similar to consider the compounds isomorphous, and interprets
the composition of the latter as a metasilicate of barium and
titanium of the formula Ba/J'i~(8iO:J6' The facts that it is
associated paragenetically \"ith the basic metasilicate natrolite
and that the deposit is formed in basil' roeks are also considered
of weight in deciding the metasilieate eharacter in contrast to
that of all acid titano-silicate.
A general survey of the compounds of Ti0:2 shows that it
normally possesses the properties of a weak acid, and its common formation of titanates and titano-silicates is well known.
rlhat it may act as a bw~e in combination with a strong acid is
probable, but as far as known to the writer, no evidence that it
may hold this relation to silicic acid has heen found. It readily
forms compounds in 'which it acts as an acid with only moderatdy basic oxides. In the present case, the temperature
conditions for the production of the deposit being considered
limited by the conditions for the formation of natrolite, 8i0 2
may be looked upon as acting as a weak acid, while barium
is a strong base. Without specific evidence to the contrary,
then, it would be expected that the Ti0 2 would act as an acid
forming a titano-silicate. '1'he intimate association of neptunite
with the benitoite would suggest that the Ti0 2 played the same
role in each. In the latter the very strong bases soda and potash
are present, and its character as an acid titano-silicate is gen\l Science, n. s., XXVII (1908), pp. 110-111.
BIasdale has discussed
this point in Science, n. s., XXVIII (1908), pp. 233-234; on p. 234, line
19, the word "base" unfortunately appears where "acid" was intended.
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erally admitted; in fact, a few years ago it was characterized
by Groth as "das Kieselsaurereichste aller Silikate," being
considered a salt of pentasilicic acid, one of the five silicon
atoms being replaced by titanium.
The association with contemporaneous natrolite can hardly
be taken as indicating the basic character of the generating
solutions-in fact, quite a different interpretation may be given.
For many years 1'schermak7 has held that natrolite is an acid
ortho-silicate of the formula Na2Al2Si20s.H4Si04. Doelter adopted
this view and presented some suggestive evidence of it
derived from its decomposition and synthesis, and secondary
origin from nepheline. S Recently this matter has again been
taken up experimentally by Tschermak9 and Baschierpo, and,
as I believe, it has been very satisfactorily proven by the dehydration curve of the separated acid that natrolite is a salt
of orthosilicic acid, the formula then indicating an excess of
silicic acid in the solution. In regard to the basic characters
of the country-rock as affecting the nature of the minerals in
the veins, it may be noted that the polysilicate albite commonly
occurs in veins in the glaucophane and other basic schists of
the Coast ranges and in the schists themselves, associated paragenetically with glaucophane, actinolite and other metasilicates.
Contrary to the inference drawn by Kraus, the effects of basic
rocks on solutions carrying Ti0 2, if the minerals of these
rocks become involved in the action, should be to develop the
acid characters of the Ti0 2. As a matter of observation, titanite
is a very common mineral in the glaucophane and associated
basic schists. In some of the highly siliceous veins occurring
in these rocks the main mass being quartz, the Ti0 2 is found
in the form of rutile, the basic elements not being present in
sufficient quantity to permit its entering into combination. It
does not, however, in such circumstances form a compound
exhibiting a basic character toward silicic acid and, as Blasdale
7 See for example his Lehrbuch der Mineralogie (1st edition), Wien,
1884, and repeated in his later editions.
S Neues Jahrbuch fij,r Mineral., etc., 1890, I, p. 134.
9 Sitzungsber. Akad. W'issensch. Wien., Math. Naturwiss. Klasse, Band
114, Abt. I (1905), pp. 455-466.
10 Rit'ista di Min., e Grist. ital., 36 (1908), pp. 37-48.
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has pointed out, the entire lack of such a compound, considering the frequent association of the oxides in the same formation.
is striking.
Aside from these general considerations bearing on its chemical character, the symmetry and physical constants of benitoite
do not appear to the writer to indicate any close relation to
beryl.

Benitoite as a Gem.
Benitoite forms a beautiful gem stone, but only a small proportion of the crystals are suitable for cutting. It is generally
cut as a brilliant to bring out both its color and the brilliancy
and fire due to its high refractive power. The deep violet-tinted
blue of the finer stones is very attractive and by many it is
considered more beautiful than that of the sapphire, which it
distinctly surpasses in fire and brilliancy. The color varies
from colorless to very deep blue, the two extremes being the
least common. The finest stones are those with a moderately
deep color. Considerable judgment has to be used in getting
the proper attitude and proportions to bring out the full colorvalue while preserving the brilliancy. Both color and brilliancy
vary materially in different directions and the color is often
distributed unevenly or zonally. Quite a number of stones which
have been cut by various lapidaries do scant justice to the possibilities of the gem. A common result is the production of a
sort of dull leaden, or in the darker varieties blackish appearance.
The large stones have a general run from a carat and a half
to about two carats, only a few exceeding the latter value. The
largest flawless gem yet obtained weighed a little over seven and
a half carats when first cut, though it has since been repolished
and brought down to a little below this value. It has a moderately deep blue color and is about 14.5 mm. long, 10.5 mm. wide
at the girdle, and 8 mm. deep. It is the property of Mr. G.
Eacret of San Francisco. This stone is remarkable in that it is
about three times as heavy as the next largest flawless stone so
far obtained, and also that it was found in the early days of the
mine almost at the surface. It is shown actual size in plate 33,
figures 1-4.
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Lately some very good results have been obtained by the use
of the emerald cut which gives good color-value with but slight
loss of brilliancy. A number of the stones have also been cut
en cabochon. This allows the use of the less perfect material and
also of that which varies considerably in color in the-same piece,
containing perhaps "\vith the deep blue certain areas 'without color.
The results have been quite satisfactory.
Name. The name of the mineral was taken from San Benito,
the name of the county in which the mine lies, of the river, at the
headwaters of which the deposit occurs, and of a nearby peak of
the range. 11
NEPTUNITE.

Crystallography.
Neptunite is an abundant and characteristic mineral of the
deposit. Prior to its discovery in California it had been reported
only from Greenland. 12 In the original benitoite material a small
section of a prism without terminal faces was suspected to be a
new mineral and the name carlosite suggested for it. Soon after
the mine was visited satisfactory material was obtained and its
identity with neptunite recognized.
The forms observed at the San Benito locality are c (001) ,
b(010), a(100), m(110L s(lll), 0(111), i(I12), g(211), r(221)~
p (311).
Calculated.

Measured.
€/>

c(OOl)
a(100)
m(110)
s(111)
o(I11)
i(I12)
1'("221)
p(311)

90°
90
40
55
14
19
"28
6'2

00'
00*
06
14
06
08
'r
_I
')-

_0

p
2~0

0

90
90
54
39
23
61
60

38'
00*
00*
36
53
04
25
20

€/>

90°
90
40
55
13
19
"28
6'2

00'
00
07
10
57
05
37
30

P

25°
90
90
54
39
23
61
60

38'
00
00
43
45
08
28
22

* Crystals set with prism zone at p = 90° 00' and angles €/> referred to a
as 90 0 00'
11 The correct and usual pronunciation of place names of Spanish origin
in California approximates the original Spanish pronunciation. In Benito
the accent is on the penultimate syllable and the i has the sound of i in
machine. In conformity with this, the name of the mineral is properly
to be pronounced be·n'i'·to·ite. Benito is a Spanish form of benedictus,
blessed.
12 Flink, Zeit. fill' Kryst., 23 (1894), pp. 344-367; Nordenskiold, Geol.
Foren. Forh., 16 (1894), p. 336; Wallenstrom, ibid., 27 (1905), p. 149;
Boggild, Meddelelser om Gronlalld, 33 (1907), pp. 95-120.
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Benitoite.-l and 2. Gem in ordinary reflected light, natural siz"e; 3. in
transmitted light, extraordinary ray; 4. in transmitted light,
ordinary ray. 5. Crystals in matrix, % nat.
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b (010) is always narrow and strongly striated vertically and
difficult to get readings on. Its position in the prism zone is
definite and its even truncation of the angle 110A110 leaves no
doubt as to its identity.
As a constituent form of the crystals 9 is quite definite and
generally present, but its attitude is somewhat variable. It is
ah,vays more or less curved and generally dull. "While in general
it lies in the zone of (111) and (311), it appears to be sometimes
curved in such a way that its traces with (111) and (311) arc
not parallel, and in such cases the distance behveen these edges
is always greater along the edge g31\ g4 and diminishes outwards
in both directions. Where most simply developed it is a narro\\band and lies sensibly in the zones 111-311, 221-221 and 112-110
corresponding to the symbol (211); but where more broadl~
developed the lower portion approaches in attitude to (944).
JIeasurements made on the poor retlectiolls of the lower portions of curved faees gave
Calculatec1.

Measured.
(1)
(2)
(3)

if>

52° 07'

51 17
51 43

P
52° 49'

51

52

31
47

(944)
(211)

if>

= 52°
= 47

28'
29

p
;")2 0 5S'

50

5

By far the larger number of neptunite crystals are
attached at one end and grow out as comparati\-ely slender prisms
six or eight times or even ten times as long as broad. A moderate
number show development of faces at both ends of the prism axis,
but the habit is always prismatic, and is somewhat similar to that
described by ,Vallenstrom, but in the Greenland prismatic neptunite the orthodome is the most important terminal form, and
occurs also in the first found prismatic type of the mineral
described by Xordenskiold. In the California neptunite as far as
knO\vn both ortho- and clino-domes are entirely lacking.
The basal plane is always small and brilliant and in outline
commonly developed obliquely to the symmetry plane; 9 is very
commonly dull and p frequently so; 0\ 111 is generally, S2, ]11
frequently and ,it, 112 sometimes striated parallel to the edges of
the diagOllal zone 110-111-001-112-111-110; 0\ 111, i 3 , 112, Sl, 111
to edges of the corresponding zone, 110-001-ITO. The front pinaeoid and the prism (110) are ah-ays present and the planeness

1Iabit.

•
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of their surface is very generally impaired, a showing vertical
striations and sometimes slight curvature horizontally, and m
is striated both vertically and in the zone (001)-(110) respectively (110). The pyramid r(221) occurs only on a minority
of crystals and is generally small and usually brigh!.
A rather common type is illustrated in figure 1, plate 39,
which was drawn from a doubly terminated crystal free from
the matrix and 42 mm. long by 8 mm. wide. 'l'he slight curvature in g is not shown. This illustrates about the ayerage proportional length of the prisms. It is very common for the front
planes to be rather small and the back planes to cut much farther
down on the prism. The width of g is very variable and the
planes p are frequently the largest of the terminal planes.
Figure 2 is from a stout prism some 12 mm. wide and shows
a high development of the unit pyramids. The g faces are narrow and the" edges" g I\p curved and of varying distance from
the ol\g edges.
Figure 3 shows a peculiar asymmetric development and was
drawn from a doubly terminated prism 8 mm. long by 3 mm.
'wide, though only the planes at one termination are shown. It
illustrates the usual ways in which r(221) appears, either as a
small triangular face between g and the prisms, or less commonly as a rhomboidal form bounded by the prisms, and by 0
and p when g is narrow or absent.
Only one crystal of the type shown in figure 4 was found. It
shows the front faces s C111) largely developed and cutting
down much farther on the prisms than the back faces. Both
iCI12) and g are absent, and rand p occur as narrow strips bordering o.
Physical Characters.

•

Hardness between 5 and 6. Density 3.18-3.19. Cleavage
perfect, prismatic parallel to m (110), with normal angle of
80° 18'. .
The crystals are black and lustrous; in thin sheets or splinters,
deep blood red. Cleavage plates show strong pleochroism: c
deep ocreous yellow to brownish red; a pale yellow to reddish
yellow in thicker sections; c'Ac=14?5.
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It is practically insoluble in hydrochloric acid and may therefore be chemically separated from the natrolite matrix as is the
case with the benitoite.
Professor Blasdale's quantitative analysis is here given, and
for comparison, two made on the Greenland neptunite, the first
by Flink, the second by Sjostrom. 13
Neptunite (Greenland)
I

Si02
Ti02
FeO
MnO
CaO
MgO
K2 0
Na2 0

51.53
18.13
10.91
4.97
0.49
4.88
9.26

--100.17

11

51.93
17.45
10.23
5.32
0.71

California Mineral
HI

5.71
9.63
100.98

53.44
17.18
11.23 1
1.78 ~
0.25 J
1.82
5.39 }
9.14

Molecular ratios for
HI

.820
.213

.230
.204

100.23

He says "The results show a substantial agreement in the
composition of the mineral from the two localities, the most
marked differences apparently resulting from the substitution of
magnesium and iron for some of the manganese in the Greenland
specimens. Sjostrom represents the composition of the mineral
by the formula ROR 2 0. Ti0 2 .4Si0 2 and the same form can be
applied with equal degree of success to the new analysis."
NATROLITE.

Natrolite is the gangue in which the benitoite and neptunite
occur, and it is also found in veinlets without associates.
Fracture of the solid vein-stone shows a mass of xenomorphic
crystals exhibiting a good cleavage that yields more or less curved
surfaces. The general texture is granular but with common
development of radiate forms quite different from the usual
radiate arrangement of natrolite and not showing such distinct
straight-line boundaries to the components.
Where open spaces occur in the veins allowing the formation
of crystal faces, peculiar aggregates are found entirely unlike the
13

Geol. Foren. Fork., 15 (1893), p. 393.

•
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ordinary natrolite. Instead of the usual prisms with square
pyramidal terminations there are formed small roof-shaped
ridges as shown in plate 34, commonly with curved or more
strictly broken roof lines and coxcomb-like groups. These are
made up of elements that are bounded by a basal plane and unit
prism. The smaller angle of the prism generally projects out into
the open cavity. In other words, the tendency is to place the b
axis at right angles to the wall. The apex of the roof-shaped
form is then a prism edge. The radiate groups are produced by
laying the elements together along the diverging basal planes
whose intersections are roughly parallel.
More complicated aggregates are common. In certain druses
lined with greenish amphibole needles the natrolite occurs as
small equant groups looking in the distance as if individual
crystals perched on the ends of the amphibole fibres, as shown in
figure 2, plate 35. A close examination shows them to be complex aggregates in which the tabular elements described above can
frequently be observed. This mode of occurrence is undoubtedly
closely related to the botryoidal groups which are occasionally
found and which are illustrated in plate 36. Under the microscope the structure of the natrolite gangue is rather complex. As
viewed on a fracture surface or in section, the radiate groups
described show divergent strips that are elongated at right
angles to the vertical axis. As the axis is perpendicular to the
basal plane the elongation in thin section wm always be optically
negative. This is just the reverse of that usually seen in divergent natrolite groups and a positive elongation is generally looked
npon as a character of diagnostic importance. 14
In sections parallel to the base is often seen the twinning
described by Lacroix/:-i with (110) as twinning plane forming, as
it were, a sort of irregular mosaic when viewed with the aid of a
gypsum plate.
A group of natrolite crystals, rare for this occurrence, was
found showing the normal development of habit and planes. The
14 Cf. Rosenbusch, Mikoskopische Physiographie, etc., Bel. I, 2 (1905),
p. 178.
Lacroix, Milleralogie de France, Vol. Il, p. 267.
15Loc. cit., p. 265.
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Natrolite, crystallin
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aggregate, tabular habjt.

Tatural size.
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Natrolite, crystal gronp, normal prismatic habit. Natural size.

a trolite

druse showing equant groups perched on soda
anlphibole fibers. Natural size.
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individuals are large-two to four centimeters long-,vith prism
faces 6 to 10 mm. broad, and show a combination of the unit
prism m(110) and unit pyramid 0(111). The faces are somewhat
dull, but they show a very perfect cleavage, yielding lustrous
surfaces. A distinct zonal structure is present, appearing to the
eye as layers of different degrees of translucency lying parallel
to the faces of the external form. These prisms show straight
extinction and in a section perpendicular to prism edges an acute
positive bisectrix, the axial plane bisecting the cleavage at the
obtuse angle, that is·, 11 (010). It does not c;:eem probable that
these crystals formed under the same condition~ as the natrolite
matrix of the titano-silicates. The peculiarity of the prevailing
habit may be considered as dependent on the unusual composition of the solutions giving rise to the benitoite and neptunite.
No cr~'stals of benitoite or neptunite were found with or near
the group showing this prismatic habit. Plate 35, figure 1, is
from a photograph of one of these prismatic groups.
A chemical analysis of the pure white benitoite matrix ·was
made b~' Professor Blasdale showing it to be pure natrolite.
Si02
AlzO"
NazO
H 2O

Matrix.
47.69
27.14
15.74
9.56

Natrolite calculated.
47.49
26.79
16.28
9.44

100.13

100.00

A somewhat careful search failed to show the presence of even
traces of titanium, barium, manganese, or potassium.
COPPER MINERALS.

In some parts of the deposit the copper sulphide chalcocite is
not infrequent. It occurs enclosed in the natrolite in dark gray
or black anhedral grains several millimeters in diameter. Occasionally on fractured surface it shows distinct and characteristic
crystal outline, occurring then as a fiat table with the trace of a
hexagon elongated parallel to one pair of sides. It is to be considered an original mineral of the veins.
In the same part of the deposit is found the copper silicate
chrysocolla. It occurs in small quantity as a stain or thin coating
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here and there, probably as a result of the alteration of the
chalcocite, but also as individual grains 4-6 mm. across in the
granular natrolite matrix. These may represent original chalcocite grains that have been replaced by solutions percolating
through the natrolite and thus becoming charged with silica, but
from the freshness of the surrounding natrolite and neighboring
chalcocite it may be that some of the copper in the original
solutions was held as silicate and separated out primarily as
chrysocolla.
Both of these copper minerals occur side by side with the
ti tan o-sili cates.
OTHER MINERALS.

Arnpkiboles.
Some of the drusy surfaces are coated with green or bluish
green amphibole needles, and the natrolite and albite crystals
often carry them in sufficient quantity to give a greenish or
bluish tint. These amphiboles vary from place to place and even
the same needle may show different optical properties along its
length.
A common type is actinolite. This has been observed in thin
needles growing out into open spaces as a newly formed mineral
in the wall rock and in veins. Occasionally it develops as
asbestos films or exceedingly fine hair-like bunches. It shows
pleochroism in pale green and yellow, the c sometimes having
a bluish tint. It gives a distinct sodium reaction in the blo'wpipe
flame.
Another common amphibole is bluish green in color and
shows under the microscope a greenish yellow, & gray violet,
c bluish green. The axial plane is transverse to the plane of
symmetry and the dispersion is so great that it shows no extinction in plane (010) with white light. The extinction for red light
is about 25°_30°, for violet some 5° greater. Its properties would
indicate a soda amphibole with considerable iron in the molecule
-perhaps intermediate between crossite and crocidolite, but
nearer the crossite type.
A member of the glaucophane group is sometimes present.
c blue, & violet, a yellow; cA c about 8°.
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N atro]jte, botryoidal aggregate.
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To get a more definite idea of the chemical nature of the
amphibole occurring in the druses carrying the perched natrolites,
a separation was attempted. The material is essentially of the
type just described as related to crossite, but contained a small
amount of actinolitic and other amphibole ' material in spots and
zones on the crystals, and also a very small amount of natrolite
that could not be. entirely separated. Professor Blasdale's analysis
follows:
Amphibole of Druse

Si0 2

52.94
3.76

A12 0 3

Fe 2 0 3
FeO*
MnO
MgO
CaO
Na 2 0
K 20
H 2 0 at 110
Ign

0

13.40
1.44
11.54
5.45
5.11
0.43
1.31
3.72
98.67

Crossite, North Berkeley (Smith)

55.02
4 ..75
10.91
9.45
trace
9.30
2.38
7.62
0.27

99.70

*All Fe assulned to be ferrous.

Albite.
Albite has not been found in direct association with benitoite
or neptunite: It is common in minute veins in some of the surrounding rock, where it is generally granular and determinable
only by means of the microscope. But in places it is developed in
druses in the zone of mineralization and appears as crystals 5 to
10 mm. long growing from the blue-green amphibole wall. These
crystals are generally transJucent grayish or greenish in hue, due
to included amphibole fibres.
Most con1monly the crystals are twinned according to the albite
law. Simple twins are the rule, but sometimes there are several
very thin polysynthetic lamellae intercalated between the two
main halves of the twin. The habit is defined by the dominance of
M, M (010) ; l, l (110) ; T, ! (110) ; 0, ~ (111) ; p, p (Ill) and .
P, P (001). 'rhe forms are named in order of size. M is the
largest though never so large as to produce a distinctly tabular
habit, T and 0 about the same, and P distinctly smallest. The
general mode of growth is such that the crystals are attached
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over the region that if completely developed would be occupied
by the faces P and P, where they form the salient angle, and
over part or all of the area of -l, l (110). The re-entrant angle
between the bases is therefore uniformly presented towards the
observer and the basal planes are very decidedly the most lustrous
faces on the crystals. ·The faces 0 and p are very largely
developed, being sometimes longer than ]J1 and ]J1 and the crystal
appears prismatic parallel 0, ~ p, p.
These dominant faces are modified by the follovving: f (130) ,
z (130), YJ (120), c (111), x (101),0 (112), ® (131), u (221).
The form x sho,YS an unusual lack of prominence, occurring as a
very narrow strip. Of the others"u (221) is a rather uncommon
forlll for albite, and c (111) and YJ (120) are very rare. The
former (c) is reported by J eremejew 16 from the Lake Baikal
region; the latter, YJ (120) by Klockmann from the Riesengebirge
granitic rocks. 17 As far as known to the ,vriter ® (131) has not
been previously reported as occurring on albite. The form c is
very narrow but bright; YJ, u and ® are generally progressively
.broader in the order named, the last lllentioned being. sometimes
over .Y2 lllillimeter wide. The rel'ations of these planes are shown
in figures 5 and 5a, plate 38, vvhich were dra,\yn from a crystal
about 5 millimeters high.
The following measurements ,vere obtained, the calculations
being based on Brezina's elements for pure albite:
I

J\1easurel1.

P(OOl)
M(010)
l(110)
T(lIO)

?](1"20)
{(130)

z(130)
x(I01)
c(lI1)

0(111)
0(112)

®(131)

U(221)

1>
81° 56'

60
119
138
30
149

27
54
47
16
47
sO 50
108 28
135 26
177 00
163 19
125 30

Calculated.
p

set

26° 50'
90

00

90
90
90
25
57
34
11
59
60

00
00
00
58
35 .
07
42
13
50

set

1>
81° 51'
0 00
60 25
119 52
138 42
30 23
149 44
sO 54
108 18
135 21
1'76 17
163 30
125 26

P

27°
90
90
90
90
90
90
25
57
34
11
59
60

01'
00
00
00
00
00
00
48
27
11
38
13
50

Zeit. fur Kryst., 32 (1900), on albite, pp. 494-495.
Zeit. d. deutschen geol. Gesell., 34 (1882), on albite, pp. 416-426. This
form is characterized as doubtful by Dana, System of Mineralogy (1892),
p.- 328; and as "nicht ganz sicher" by Hintze in his Handbuch der
Mineralogie, 2 (1897)~ p. 1447.
16

17
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p (Ill) on lower side of hvin was determined as being in zones
ITl-131-010, and 001-110.
The extinction on cleavage Hakes parallel to (010) is +18
on (001) +4?+.
0

;

Aeyyrille.

At one point there was found in the albite a belt several inches
long of stellate groups referred to aegyrine. The color is greenish
black. The individuals, sometimes as much as 6 or 8 mm. long, do
not show crystal form and are exceedingly thin in one dimension,
corresponding to the tendency of aegyrine to form needles very
fiat parallel to (100). They ,,'ere determined under the mic1'ostope by their high refractive index, negative elongation \"ith
maximum angle of extinction 2 or a pleochroism, It deep grass
green, Cl lighter green. c brown to yellow; absorption It > Cl > c.
The needles melt readily before the blowpipe, with a strong
sodium flame, to a black magneti(' globule.
0

0

;

Calcite and Aragonite.

Crystallized calcium carbonate has not been obser,'ed ill the
benitoite-natrolite veins, but is not uncommon in the adjoinillg
rocks, eRpecially in the alterl'd hasic rocks on the south side. It
o('curs as stringers and hunches. ,Vhile calcite is the more
eonnllOll form, specimens of aragonite 'were obtained in radiate
groups of columns 1 to 4 mm. thick. They are translucent and
have 11 slightly brownish tint and while not showing terminal
planes, the prismatic amI pinacoidal cleavages are well develope(l.
They earry on their surfaces small. white, more opaque ealcitf·
rhombohedra.

ilfailganese dio.ride.
Thin stringers and eoatings of manganese dioxides are eOlllmon in the country on the north side just below the cut. It
generally shOl"s the character of psilomelane and is frequently in
fine globular and botryoidal aggregates.
"Vhile it may sometimes be found in the same hand-specimen
that carries the benitoite veins, it does not actually occur in these
veins in \vhieh the manganese is limited to the neptunite.
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COlJXTRY IN WHICH THE VEIXS ARE FOR}IED.

As already stated, the chief rock of the surrounding country
is serpentine. This is of a type common in the Coast ranges and
in general derived from the alteration of a peridotite. Small
areas of a pyroxenic facies occur. Nowhere so far as known do
the veins under discussion occur in actual contact vvith the serpenbne, although it surrounds the deposit and is frequently not
many yards cbstant from them.
The rocks immediately associated with the veins are all more
or ler-;s altered, and this alteration is greatest close up to the zone
of veination. In the less altered parts both igneous and sedimentary types are recognized. The more common type has in
the field the usual appearance of the Franciscan greenstones.
Under the microseope it is seen to have originally possessed a
diabasic structure. In some specimens the augite is still largely
intact. The feldspars however are recrystallized into a fine
granular mass. Yet they often show very clearly by the outline
of the granular areas the lath-shaped forms of the original feldspars and the relationship to the augites that characterize the
diabase structure. Some titanite is present. In R somewhat
altered specimen the augite is more or less altered into chlorite,
\vhile in the feldspathic layers small greenish or bluish needles are
commencing to form in some cases actinolite, occasionally
glaucophane, or some other geologically related amphibole. The
new feldspar is at least in large part albite.
On the south hillslope below the east end of the deposit is a
spheroidal gabbro. The grains and prisms of monoclinic pyroxene are in part altered to chlorite. The labradorite is more or
less decomposed and otherwise altered and the rock is impregnated with calcite. It does not come in contact with the veins at
any point.
Other rocks are found having the characteristics eommonly
displayed by the more altered 11"1ranciscan sandstones or greywackes. Under the microscope the light colored constituents
"'hich make up the bulk of the rock are seen to be entirely reerystallized into very fine granular aggregates. The original
strueture is preserved by the dark films of ferruginous or car-
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bonaceous matter that followed the lamination. The new feldspar as determined in several places is also albite. Throughout
the rO(lk smal1 needles are beginning to develop, the more common
one observed being actinolite. Some very small colorless ones
also occur.
A peculiar rock occurs towards the western part of the zone.
It is dark colored, aphanitic, dense and fine banded, as if from
the effects of original lamination. Manganese dioxide stringers
are common. Under the microscope it is seen to be a fine microcrystalline aggregat~, consisting in part of dark patches made UP
largely of a brown mineral in short minute prisms with apparently straight extinction, negative elongation, high refractive
index and· moderately strong double refraction. In the preparations at hand it was not determinable. In parts veinlets and areas
are numerous, carrying albite, chlorite, glaucophane, etc.
In the hope that its origin might be indicated by the chemical
composition, Dr. Blasdale undertook the analysis with the following results.
Si02
A12 0 a
Fe 20 3 *
MgO
CaO
Na 20
K 20
H 20 at 110°
H 20ign
Ti0 2
P20 5
MnO

54.51
6.55
19.34
3.47
5.90
5.95
0.23
0.74
1.82
0.44
0.30
0.52
99.77

Specific gravity 3.104.
* Not able to effect complete decomposition of mineral for ferrous iron.
At least 12 per cent. is ferric.

It is not entirely clear what type of rock this represents. The
alumina is remarkably low and the iron high as associated with
the other constituents. It has considerable similarity to the
analysis of amphibole given on a previous page, and appears to
point to considerable metasomatic alteration which conceals the
original nature of the rock.
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The writer inclines to the belief that this rock ,vas originally
a facies of the Pranciscan radiolarian chert. He has seen distinctly altered cherts that have a someyvhat similar texture and
mineral appearance under the microscope. The Franciscan
cherts grade over insensibly into siliceous iron ores and in a
number of localities have associated with them deposits of n1<111ganese dioxide. This w0111d explain the high iron and 10\\'
alumina content and the association \vith manganese stringers.
:Much or all of the soda and other oxides in part may Imn~ been
introduced during the metamorphism, as in the case of certain
crocidolite schists of the Coast Ranges w11ieh the writer has fonnd
to have been derived from ferrnginons cherts by a similar
process. IS
Of the rocks described as associated \yith the veins the grC'(,llstone (altered diabase) is the most abundant awl the one most
commonly in contact with the veins in moderately altered condition-especially towards the east ell(1 On approHching the
central part of the zone of veination, ho\wver, the alteration increases very greatly, the original pyroxenic constituents disappear
and the chief constituents are the new-formed amphiboles. The
old structures arc entirely lost. In part we may refer to the
material as soda-amphibole schist.
A still further alteration is caused by the leaching out of the
feldspathic constituents, leaving the rock in a more or less porous
condition, as occurs on theldt side of tlw ('ut shO\n1 in plate 32.
This rather porous rock near the veins may be thoroughl~'
impregnated with natrolite for a fraction of an inch or several
inches from the vein; also it is in this rock that the spaees occur
covered with free-growing alllphibole needles on which the nntrolite groups are pen-hed as alrf'a(ly described.
SEQL"ElI.'CE OF

EVE~TS.

'Phe field relations awl lithologie characteristics inclieiltv that
the rocks in ",hi('h the bcnitoite-bearing veins o('eu1' are a detuehed
mass of the Franciscan series, showing' both igneous and sedimentary facies, that was inelnded in the serpentine at the time
of its intrusion.
18 Louderhack and Shal'\\OOl1: Bll17. Geol. S()(·. A m., 18 (1906) " abstract
p. 6;';9.
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The rocks of the inclusion have all suffered more or less alteration affecting throughout the feldspathic constituents and characterized by the production of newly formed albite and, as the
alteration proceeds, by the production of soda-bearing amphiboles
from the ferro-magnesian constituents. Both the igneous and
sedimentary types of the inclusion share in the alteration, ,v11ich is
remarkable in that the central portions are more strongly affected
than the periphet·,v. This can be explained by considering that
emanatiOlls from below passed upward through the central portions of the rock-mass, and diffused out into the peripheral portions. Open channels may have existed in this central avenue, for
it must have been an easier path way than either the peripheral
portions 01' the roek beyond. But if so the conditions at that time
were not favorable to deposition along such channels. Furthermore. the extent and character of the alterations cannot be accOllllted for by sueh diffusion [1;'; often takes place in the formation
of ,·ei11s. One \,"ouId expect the pressnre to have been rather bigh
and the temperature of the rocks undergoing alteration at least
a feiY hundred degrees above the normal to favor the wide
diffnsion and pro<1uction of albite and the amphiboles.
At least to\\Tards the end of this period of metamorphism we
have the leaching of feldspathic material along portions of the
epntral tract that produces the porous amphibole rock and the
clrusy spaecs lined with amphibole needles in which the sodiumalumil1um silieates are later deposited. This may be the same
solution that, diffusing farther into the roeks, causes the recr,vstalliza tion.
The first deposition along the zone of veination is probably
that of albite, which is separated ont in erystals over and about the
amphilJOle druses and is accompanied at least in one place by
aegyrme. Only a comparativel~T slight change is necessary to
ehange a solution from a condition where it will slowly take up
<lIbi ie to one in ",hieh it will slowly deposit it in small quantity.
Before the natrolite deposition takes plaee important changes
must haye been brought about. The aetion is one of active
deposition and is limited to the vein except where the vyall-rock
is pur·ous. It is then impregnated for a short depth with natrolite
and sealed, and the deposition in the vem
,. eontinues with no
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further interchange or passage of material from or to the rocks.
The setting up of active deposition, the stopping of metamorphogenic diffusion into the wall-rock, and the substitution of natrolite
for albite as the precipitated molecule, all point to a marked
lowering of temperature both of ascending solutions and of the
country rock.
The benitoite and neptunite do not appear anywhere to follow
the natrolite into the wall-rock. In a few places the neptunite
appears to be partially surrounded at its base with amphibolenatrolite matrix but it is practically limited to the confines of the
vein proper. Both benitoite and neptunite are attached directly
to the wall so that they often commence to deposit before the wall
received any coating of natrolite. They also occur in the central
portion of the vein entirely surrounded by natrolite, showing
that at these points the latter commenced depositing first. They
also occur in the natrolite druses and project freely from the
surface, showing that they were among the last materials to
separate. We conclude therefore that benitoite, neptunite, and
natrolite were deposited contemporaneously throughout the period
of vein filling.
.
The order of crystallizing power-the crystalloblastic orderarranged in decreasing magnitude is neptunite, benitoite, natrolite. Natrolite is found in abundance surrounding neptunite and
benitoite, molding itself to suit their form and showing the
smooth surfaces of their imprint when separated. A few cases
were observed where benitoite crystals are pierced by neptunite
prisms or have partially grown around them.
The next events recognized are those of descending solutions,
decomposition, etching, limonite coatings, etc., as already referred
to elsewhere.
DISTRIBUTION OF MINERALS IN VEINS.

The workings are so shallow at the mine that there are no
data at hand to indicate the distribution of the various minerals
with depth. But it is of some interest to note that the distribution
is not uniform along the surface. The benitoite is most abundant
along the east central portion of the zone of veination. Passing
eastward the titano-silicates decrease in abundance until the
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t-;tringers, as judged in the outcrops, appear to contain nothing but
natrolite and then play out and disappear.
Going westward the proportion of neptunite to benitoite increases until the latter practically disappears before the stringers
die out in that direction.
THE RELATION 'ro 'rHE SERPENTINE.

It would be interesting to determine "whether the serpentine
iutrusion has had any direct effect on the production of the
phenomena described. General considerations seem to the writer
to indicate that it had.
The most suggestive characters of the deposit in this conneetio11 are perhaps the similarity in nature of the general metamorphism of the enclosing rock-lens to the more active alteration
in immediate proximity to the vein on the one hand; and on the
other hand the correspondence of the albitic alteration, the albite
stringers of the country, the albite of the thin zone, and the
natrolite in the benitoite veins whieh are all related chemically
and by field relations. In other words, the general rock changel!
which seem to demand a general elevated temperature for their
consummation, appear genetically related forerunners of the
local action along the veins. SllCh a general elevation of temperature "was undoubtedly supplied by the peridotite intrusion, and
that occasion is most naturally taken as the period of metamorphism.
As regards the more extreme metasomatosis and later mineralization, it ,vould seem that the rocks of the included mass were
more favorahle to the production and maintenance of channels
than the surrounding peridotite, and acted as a vent pipe for the
escape of solutions from the more highly heated lower portions of
the peridotite mass to the overlying rocks, or possibly to the
surface.
In eonsidering the possibility of an origin of the deposit pre.-ious to the peridotite intrusion, the close relationship of the
distribution of the veins and the present form of the included
mass is suggestive. The veins run along in the direction of
elongation of the lens and become smaller, less mineral-bearing
and play out just before reaching the serpentine in either
direction.
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GENERAL DISCUSSION.

The Franciscan series extends with various interruptions for
about six hundred miles along the Coast Ranges of California
and Oregon and in it and its associated eruptives are found a
very great number of occurrences of vein deposits that lie among
similar surroundings, and a comparison of these with the
deposit now under consideration yields some general analogies
along with the striking differences.
Very often in traversing the serpentine areas, so frequently
associated with the Franciscan, we come across included masses
of partly recrystallized basic rocks or irregular areas or lenses
of glaucophane, hornblende, or other basic schists. These are
often cut by veins of quartz, but of particular interest in the
present connection are the abundant veins of albite. Natrolite,
so far as known to the writer, has not been found under these
conditions except at the benitoite locality, but the analogous
albite veins are very common.
Titanium is often found in the recrystallized rock, occasionally in the veins, and occurs most commonly as titanite, sometimes as rutile.
"\Vhile minerals containing potassium (usually' muscovite).
magnesium and iron (such as chlorite or more rarely talc) are
also found in veins cutting such rocks, an association representing so many metallic elements in essential quantities as occur in
the benitoite veins is exceptional: sodium, potassium, magnesium,
iron, manganese, copper, aluminum, barium. With this variety
it seems peculiar that calcium is practically absent within the
veins proper. It is found generally in the veins in the schists
as lawsonite or the amphiboles.
The occurrence of barium as an essential constituent is without precedent. The only barium mineral that the writer has
found associated with such formations is barite in veins in the
serpentine of 1\1t. Diablo. "\Vhile suggestive of the presence and
possible concentration of barium in such rocks, it is not an
analogous occurrence.
Apart from the chemical differences, a comparison of the
chief gangue materials, albite and natrolite, would indicate that
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the benitoite-bearing veins are exceptional in the lower temperatuee and perhaps more moderate pressure under ,yhieh they were
formed. The crystallization of eomplex and highly acid titanosilieates at the comparatively low temperature suitable for the
produetion of natrolite demand the presence and activity of
erystallizing· agents (agentsmineralisateurs) whose nature is not
in(licHted by an analysis of the vein materials.
RECE:,\T PAPERS.
A. P. Rogel's: Note OIl the Crystal Porm of Benitoite. Science n.s.,
28 (1908), p. 616. He gets an average of 40° 10' for the pole angle of the
nnit pyramid. He discusses the possible symmetry and inc.lines to thp
ditrigonal bi-pyramidal class.

W. E. Ford: X eptunite Crystals from San Benito County, California.
Am. Jour. Sci. (4) 27 (1909), pp. 233-240, 8 figs. Describes the crystal-

lography and optical properties of neptunite. Finds optic axial plane in
plane of symmetry; c A C 24
b
6; It yt,llow, 6 red, C red. fJ
1.7 ;
2V
48° 40'; optically
Dispersion of optic axe"
p.
The common habit described by Ford is practically the same as that
deserilH'd by the writer; the less usual types are somewhat different. He
notes the form g as new, and the drawings for this paper were changed to
adopt this symbol. l' was not reported.
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Reef/I'ed "ftlay 19.. 1.909.

SUPPLEMEXT ARY NOTES.

To the proof of the above paper the writer is permitted to add
the follo'lying notes on ('ontributions to the study of benitoite and
lleptullite durillg the past :-;ummer.
The symmetry of bel/itoite. The writer notes that no evidence
ha:-; heen published unfavorahle to the view of the strictly
trigonaP" symmetry of bellitoite presented by the writer in the
10 Not rhombohel1ral, as the writer is reported to have said, in the
Heferat of his paper, Zeit. fiir Kryst. u. Min., 46 (1909) pp. 386-387. In
the original paper (loc. cit. p. 150) he says" It crystallizes in the hexagonal system, trigonal division. The observed forms are the basal plane.
the plus and minus trigonal pyramid and the corresponding trigonal
prism;;.
.
The development of faces at one end of the principal
axis always corresponds so well with those at the other, that it gives the
impression that the horizontal plane of symmetry is present."
Trigonal
bipyramids and corresponding trigonal prisms can only occur in the ditrigonal
bipyramidal and in the trigonal bipyramidal s'ymmetry classes in which the
rhombohedra are not possible, and the Referent therefore mi;;represented the
\niter's view of the symmetry relations when he "Tote:
p. 386 line 4 from bottom, rhomboetlriseh for trigonal
Rhomboeder for trigonale Pyramiden
Rhomhoeder for trigonale Pyramide.
line 3 "
"
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preliminary paper, and in particular its reference to the clitrigonal bipyramidal group announced by him at the December,
1907, meeting of the Geological Society of America, chiefi~T on
the basis of the etch figures. Recently C. Palache and C.
Hlawatsch have independently arrived at the same conclusion,
the former 2o basing his conclusion on the hexagonal development
of the second order forms, (112"0) and (2241) and the latter21 on
the same ground and from a consideration of the etch figures.
Hlawatsch also discovers 22 certain natural irregularities on the
faces of the negative (Louderback) pyramid which might indicate a pseudo-trigonal symmetry (possibly orthorhombic hemimorphic trillings), but finally decides in favor of the trigonal.
Crystal constants of benitoite. The average angle (0001) 1\
(1011) is given by Rogers as 40° 10'; Palache 40° 12'; Hlawatsch
40° 14', the value arrived at by the writer on his earlier material;
Louderback 40° 18'; Baumhauer 23 40° 19' 37112". These yield
c :a=0.7310 (for 40° 10') ; 0.7319 (P.) ; 0.7327 (H.) ; 0.7344 (L.) ;
0.7351 (B.). Palache apparently adopts the reference axes (GJ
and gives Po=.4879 corresponding to Po=.4896 (L.); Hlawatsch
selects (G1) and gives Po=.8461 corresponding to Po=.8480 (L.).
In his table of Goldschmidt elements (GI ) Hla\\'atsch gives
c=O.7327 when, following Goldschmidt's practice, it should be
c=1.2690 24 19 c=0.10349, corresponding to the writer '8 c=1.2720.
Crystal forms of benitoite. The following table gives the
correspondences of planes reported on benitoite by the varIOUS
writers:
20 Palache, C.
Note on Crystal Form of Benitoite. Am. J OttI'. Sci. (4),
27 (1909), p. 398; also Gerl:nan translation with slight and unessential
additions, Zeit. fur K1·YSt. ~~. Min., 46 (1909), p. 379.
21 Hlawatsch, C.
Die Krystallform des Benitoit. Cel/tralblatt fiil'
Min., Geol. u. Pal., 1909, pp. 293·302 and p. 410. Also Zeit. fiir Kryst. u.
Min., 46 (1909), p. 602.
22 Lac. cit., pp. 300·301.
23 Baumhauer, H.
Ueber die "\Vinkelverhiiltnisse des Benitoit. Cell'
tralblatt fiir Min'., Geol. 'u. Pal., 1909, pp. 592·594. Results of measurements
on some very small crystals giving simple, good reflections ..
24 The value given by Hlawatsch is, for (G, ), c, but it is Goldschmidt's
(IC)

practice to use uniformly in his Winkeltabellen c and report it simply
as c.

(1)

c=cv'3.

(1) (10)

The value 1.2708 for apatite given in his Winkeltabellen is
,

therefore not a "Druckfehler," as stated by Hlawatsch (loc. cit., p. 299)
and should appeal' as printed.
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Louderback.
c(0001)
a(1120)

m(101O)
,u(OlIO)
p(lOII)
7r(OlIl)
r(1012)
d(2241)

Palache.
c(0001)
a(1120)

,u(OlIO)
m(101O)
7r(OlIl)
p(lOII)
e(OlI2)
x(22"4l)

Hlawatsch.
c(OOOl)
a(1120)

m(OlIO)
M(101O)
p(OlII)
P(lOII)
r(OlI2)
d(22"4l)

Rogers.
(0001)
(OlIO)
(1010)
(OlII)
(lOII)
(OlI2)
... _--.-----

Hlawatsch gives also D(2243) as dull faces on one crystal,
and also 8(1121) and a(3.19.16.12). These are reported as
, 'unsichere :B-'Uichen," and of the two latter he says, p. 296, "es
konnen leicht Abformungen von den begleitenden Neptunit
Kristallen gewesen sein." This is easily possible as neptunite
has the stronger crystallizing force and benitoite is often found
molded against or around it. The writer's form of doubtful index
x=(lO.1.9.10) is not reported by the others.
The fundamental form of benitode. The three authors cited
above agree in selecting J1. (Louderback) as the positive unit
pyramid and their positive forms correspond to the writer's
negative forms and vice versa. 'While they do not discuss the
point, they were apparently led to the selection by the fact that
this form is usually developed at this locality in broader faces
than the complementary pyramid. 'rhe' designation of positive
unit form ought to be applied 'whenever possible to the physically
most-fundamental pyramid. It is well known that the relative
size of faces is a very variable matter and commonly determined
by the character of the solution from which the crystal separates.
Calcite is an excellent example. The cleavage rhombohedron is
very appropriately taken as the positive unit form but other
rhombohedra both positive and negative are often developed in
larger faces and the fundamental rhombohedron is frequently not
present among the growth planes at all. Furthermore negative
rhombohedra may dominate the pos1tive even to their complete
exclusion. The peculiar symmetry of the trigonal pyramids is
such that a cleavage if present "",ould be of no value in discrimination, for ml is parallel to J!4; J1.2 11 m 5, etcetera. 23
25 X umbel'S superscript refer to sextants counted clockwise; a bar
below signifies a lower do decant, the upper one being unmarked. as used
by Goldschmidt.
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The following consideration decided the writer in the choice
of the positive unit form and seems to him to indicate its more
fundamental character than the complementary pyramid of the
same parameters. In growth the positive pyramid produces more
perfect planes and more brilliant faces, the negative pyramid
showing most commonly uneven, curved, influenced and otherwise less perfect forms even when it is areally about equal to the
positive form. In the attack of corrosive agents, the positive
pyramid is much more resistant than the negative. In concentrated hydrofluoric acid the negative faces immediately become
dull and are rapidly corroded, the positive planes remain bright
and show the production of small well-formed etch figures. The
positive faces must eventually be attacked over their 'whole surface but this was not observed during the progress of the experiment which lasted at least two hundred times and more as long
as it took to entirely destroy the original surface of the negative
pyramids. That this same relative resistance of the positive
planes exists under very varying conditions is shown by the facts
that it was observed (1) in the natural weathering process, (2)
in hydrofluoric acid, both hot and cold, concentrated and dilute,
and (3) in fused caustic potash.
Goldschmidt and Wright 2G in their ·work on that form-rich
mineral, calcite, found that the more fundamental planes give the
best etch figures, and suggest it as a possible general method for
their determination. In benitoite there is a very marked snperiority in this respect o£ the form selected as positive by the writer
over the corresponding negative form. Altogether, then, the
different lines of evidence are consistent and definite and indicate
the writer's positive unit form as the more fundamental.
Refractive index of benitoiie. Hla-\vatsch has also determined
the refractive index of benitoite by the prism method (loc. cit.,
p. 301) with results almost identical with the writer's.
Hlawatscb.

1.756
1.802
~GNene.~

Louderback.

1.757
1.804

JaMb. fib' Mineral., etc. (1903), Beilage-Bantlli, p. 365.
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\Y.::\I. Bradley has reeently published the following analyses of the San Benito neptunite 28 with values very
dose to those giVPIl by Blasdale.
XcptU1Iite.27

SiG"
Ti0 2
FeO
:'lnO
CaO
MgO
1(,0
Nail

I

II

BRADLEY

Mean

5.11
9.33

52.s:3
17.89
11.83
0.88
1.53
1.48
:3.06
9.2"1

,')2.87
17.82
11.69
0.8;')
1.56
] .44
5.08
9.56

100.98

100.78

] 00.88

5~.91

17.77
11.;)4
0.82
1.59
1.,11

BLASDALE

Mol. Ratios

Mean

.875
.222

53.44
17.18
]1.23
1.78
0.2:5
1.82
5.39
9.1+

O'"l,-

._0')

} .208

Mol. Ratios

I

.820
.213

I

t .230

I
J

} .204

100.23

Albite. .A reL'pnt ahstract ill the Zeitsehrift ftirKrystallograshmvs that DrC'yer and Goldschmidt have studied some
l'emnrkably form-rich albites from Greenlalld, in ",hieh are found
among others certain of the ran~ forms and the supposedl.v l1e\\'
form on the San Henito albite: n(~21)=/((221) (S.B.); a1120)
='1](120) (S.IL following Klockmann); Yj(l:i1)=(-') (131) (S.B.).
It may be Jloted that the angles for the San Benito alhite repOl'tecl
by the \\Titer agree more closely with the values ealcnlatecl by
DreyC'J' and (+olclsehmitlt from their newly determined elem('nts,
than they do with the angles caleulated from the Brezina elements
"/") ) •
gIven above (p. ·)U",
phie~()

Measured
San Benito A.Il,ite

P(OOI)
1(110)
T(lTO)
'I] ( 1"20)
f(13I)
z(130)
;,:(1(;1)
('(HI)

o(Tfl)
o(TJ~)

0(LlI )

1>

81°
60
119
138
30
149
sO
108
13;)
177
I()3

p

;'5G'
~7

51
47
](i
47
:")(\

:?s
26
00
H)

26°
DU
90
90

DO

DO
2;")
~)7

34
11

5D

;50'
00
00
()O

00
00
58
35
07
42
13

Calcull,ted
(Elements of Dreyer 8:

Fa
(iO
]20
]38
30
149

RO

10S
135
177
163

1>

0

59
38
04
59
2-f
50
4-1
34
')

,)

H
17

(~oldsclllnidt)

P

:?6° ill'
90 00
90 00
HO 00
90 00
90 00
2G 00
57 26
34 ]()
]]
39
;')9 8

C;el'man translation of Ford's papl'r on neptunite cited abo\'(\
in Zed. liir Kry;.:t. 11. Mill., 4(i (1909), pp. 321-325.
28 Am. Jour. Sci. (4), 28 (1909), pp. ]5-16.
Also German translation
of the same, Zed. fih' Kryst.lI. Min., 46 (1909), pp. 516-517.
~n ubl'l' Albit n ) i l Gl'ejnland; Medddelser am Grolllancl, il4 (IDOl), ]-fiO.
Hef. Zeit. tiir J(ryst.1t. Min., 46 (1909), p. 605.
~,A
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J oaquinite. Associated with the minerals of the benitoitebearing veins is occasionally found a honey yellow or light brown
substance in small generally individual crystals or crystal grains
rarely o,'cr one millimeter in diameter which is believed to be a
new mineral. On account of its rarity, minute size and the general
imperfectness of its crystals, its investigation has been attended
with considerable difficulty. A preliminary statement of its
properties is here presented. Some recently acquired material
containing this mineral is being worked over for its separation
with a vievY to a more complete study and for purposes of a
quantitative chemical analysis which has not heretofore been possible and the writer expects to present a more complete description of the mineral in the near future.
The crystals are generally equant, occasionally slightly
tabular, and always show two parallel almoAt square smooth faces,
the other larger faces being strongly striated. The evidence so
far obtained indicates that the mineral is orthorhombic and the
two broad smooth faces are taken as the basal plane, and the eight
lateral inclined planes, the only pyramidal planes so far observed,
are taken as the unit pyramid. We have the combi!H1tion c(00l)
and p(ll]) and on one crystal a(lOO). The axial ratios based on
the position angles for p of cf>=76° :37', p=47° 25' are a:b :c=
2.8440: 1 :0.9190.

k

ELEMENTS.

IX ~=Q~~190 I Iga=9.963i32Tlg a;==9.50939-~~~=0.49061 I ao=O~323i-l-p~- 3.0_9_~~1
c=2.8440

I 19 0=0.4539:3 I 19 bo=9.54607 IIg qo=0.45393 I bo=O.3;)16 I qo=2.8440

Two crystals and part of a third were studied goniometrically,
Measurement is
interfered 'with in two ·ways. The basal faees are commonly sonH~
what l"urved (concave), and the pyramid faces a re strongly
striated horizontally. As a result measurements could not be
trusted on t\yo of the crystals within one or two degrees. On one
of the crystals the basal faees are quite plane and can be set very
satisfactorily within a few minutes, and the majority of the
pyramid faces show plane strips broad enough to get definite
rf't\eetions. For this crystal I am indebted to }\fr. R. 1\I. Wilke
of PHlo Alto.
hut only one of the crystals was satisfactory.
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measured from c as pole face
]il

pl striated blnrn·d reflection

p~

p~

76° 35'
train 72° 56'-76° 20'
l!" 76° 24'
p~

103 0 22' snpplcm. 76° 3W
p:: striatcd, blurred band of light
p+ 103 22' supplcl11. Hio 38'

7(i o 30'

0

c as

pol(~

fact·

pi 103° 15' supplem. 7(je 4.3'
p2 103 31' to 40' snpplem. 76 20-2W
lI:l 103 10' supplem. 76° i50'
p4 103° ]2' supplem. 76° 4W
ayerage p=76° 37'
extremes 76° 20'-76° ;"j(l'
0

0

0

21> measured 94° 52',94 2 43',95° 01',94° 47'.
Average 94° 51' or 1>=·n° 2;')'.
The pinacoid a was found 011 this crystCll as a m illute ehombus
truncating the front and back solid anglp of the fonr p faces, tlll'
signal was ver," faint and could not be set vyithin 8 or 10 minutes.
::\Ieasured
Calculated

<P

89° 50'
!"j()0 00'

p

89° 42'
~)O0 00'

Cleavage is not distinct but appears to exist parallel to tlw
basal plane aIld even less distinct perpendicular to it (possibl~'
parallel to the t,vo pinacoids). 'Whenever cleavage cra(~ks appear
under the microscope, the extinction is always straight with
respect to them.
The optical orientation is Il=-a, l1=b, c==c. c is the acute bisectrix and in convergent light in sections pprpendieular to nU'
acute bisectrix (basal seetion), the optie axes emerge just at the
edge of the neld.
The refractive index is high (>] .7:3) and the doubl(· refraction strong. The mineral is transparent and has a honey yellO\r
to brO\vnish yellow color in fair sized fragments, vpry palt' alld
transparent in thin section. In thicket' pieees pleoehr'oism is
visible, c ocreous or reddish yellOl\', 11 light yell 0\\', 11 similar to li
but slightly paler. Absorption c>l1 > n. Hardness greater than
glass (:>.5); density determined on the largest crystal, het,,'een
8.85 and :3.9. Heated in dosed tnhe it beeomes paler colo1'ed.
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loses lust er in part and yields a little 'water but does not fnse.
Fuses readily in lower part of bUllsen flame (2.3) with intumescence to a brmyn glass, praetically colorless in thin bubbles.
It resists hot hydrochloric and nitric acids and may therefore
be separated from the natrolite matrix by these agents. It is
easil,v attacked by hydrofluoric ac.id 'which leaves a white film of
decomposition products on its surface.
Qualitative chemical tests have shov"n the presence in reasona hIe quantity of silica, titnnillm and calcium. Iron is also present
and probabl:,,' determines the color.
,YlWll fit'st observed in small pal'tieles vvithout definite crystal
form the lllinl'l'al was thought by the writer to be titanite. It
ans,\'('rs to all tlw tests wmally applied to titanite in small
irregular particles in thin sect;om;. In particular may be mPIltioned its col or, high refractive indpx, strong double refraction,
biaxial positive character, its pleochroic colors and absorption
scheme, the tests for silica, titanium, and calc-ium. Its fusibility
is pxceptionally low and its dt'nsity sonwwhat higher than th('
usual rang", of titilnite. The cl'ystal form is most distinctive. It
hm; a charaetel'istie ol'thorhombie habit ulllike an,\' of the titanites
hitherto described. So very diffel'ellt in their general appeal'allce howeY(~r are the vm'iolls habits of titanite that all'f'Hlly in
its history it has been giycn a numb pr of different nanws. It
seemed possible then that this might be a ne,\, and pSPUlloorthorhombic habit of this protean mineral. Aftcr considc>ring
yarions possible orientations, the closest approximation \\'as
fonml, in considering the apparent basal plane to l)(~ x (10~) :111(1
the symmetry plane to bised the obtuse angles of the p.\Tamid.
This \yould gin the proper optical orientation, as in titanite c is
almost l)erpenaicular to x and lies in the s~'mmetry plane. In
this nrrangeme1lt the tvvo back faces (p\ pf) and the front faces
(p\ p~ as described above) must belong to different forms and
wonld be expected to shmy some systematic differcnee in thei!'
angular relabon to ;r; and in the angles where they meet in the
plane of symmetry. If orthorhomhie ea eh set of angles should
have the same values. An examinatioll of the cleta iled fignres
given above
show that the differences are only a few minntes
and that the slight variations are not systematic or symmetriC'ill

,,,ill
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in either set. The measurements therefore indicate orthorhombic
symmetry.
The pyramid faces which in a mineral of so simple a habit
as is here shown would be expected to have rather simple indices,
give approximations to only very complicated titanite forms.
The nearest st~mple possible titanite forms are (221) and (344) \vith
xl\ (221)=70° 37', x/\ (334)=76° 37' the measured value being
76° 37'. The coincidence of the last figures is shown to have no
meaning, as cf>-!_cf>3 referred to x as pole is 79° 15' in titanite,
85° 9' measured. A closer approximation ,,,ould be (354) and
(17 13 8) . As regards the form called a above, the nearest
approximation, with simple index, is titanite (101) where
x/\ (101) is 86° 56', measured 89° 42' orthorhombic should be
90° 00'. A closer titanite approximation would be (17016).
The attempt to make this crystal combination a habit' of
titanite is not successful and leads to very improbable results,
while all of its properties so far determined consistently fit into
the orthorhombic scheme. It may be noted here that under the
microscope its most marked divergence from titanite is its inferior cleavage and straight extinction wherever cleavage cracks
are observable.
This mineral may contain some other elements not shown in
the preliminary microchemical tests, but it may also be a dimorphous form of titanite, or an orthorhombic end member of an
isomorphous series.
The name is taken from the ridge (primarily anticlinal component) of the Diablo range on which the mineral occurs. The
ridge received its name from the prominent J oaquin rocks-a
landmark of the region. 30 It also borders the great San J oaquin
valley.
J oaquinite is found enclosed in the natrolite, both at the edge
9f the veinlets and touching the wall rock, and also in the central
portion of the vein. It is also found enclosed in the neptunite
and seems especially to occur in those parts of the deposit rich
in neptunite. Both the natrolite and neptunite are molded about
it xenomorphically.
30 See further Arnold and Anderson, Bttll. U. S. Geol. Survey, No. 357
(1908), 13.
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Ociahedl'ite. Palache in the paper cited above rl~ports odahedrite as occurring in the benitoite-natrolite veins and gives the
follov"ing description. "It appears in groups of pale-brown
crystals, combinations of unit pyramid and base; the crystals are
small and present facetted and curved faces so that they could
not be measured but chemical tests shmved the presence of
titanic oxide alone."
The writer has not observed octahedrite
'"
in any of the specimens he has studied and suggests that the
mineral reported by Palache is the same as that described in the
preceding sedioll. The brief description fits perfectly except for
the negative chemical evidence.

Isslled December 24, 1909.

EXPLAKATTOX OF PLATE 37.
BEXITOITE.

1. Ver,\T common habit: ('(0001), }J(l(JI1), 71"(0111), m(1010), ",,(OnO).
2. Common habit with minute or no basal plane. The diminution of
the basal plane is practically aI"ways accompanied by diminution of the
positive pyramid.
3. A rather common habit, where p(10Il) intersects c(OOOl) producing
a hexagonal ()utli ne on the base, yery rarely approaching an even development of positive and negative planes and giving a pseudo-hexagonal habit.
4. This figure without ,r is a type of a fairly common habit in which
the 71" A 71" edges are truncated by r(10T2). The form ;1:, of doubtful index,
here taken as (10.1.9.10), occurs on but a few crystals and was obsened
complete only about one terminal of a lateral symmetry axis, though here
represented complete for the three axes.
The planes of the
5. Diagrammatic representation of etch figures.
upper half of a crystal are supposed rotated about their upper horizontal
edges until thry all lie in the plane of c(OOOl). \Vhere differently shaped
figures appear on the same form they represent the more common types
and variations, or the effects produced by distinct development of internal
planes. The broken lines n~present the traces of the lateral planes of
symmetry.
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EXPLANATIOX OF PLATE 38.
BEXITOITE.

Planes shown: c(OOOl), a (11'20) , m(1010), ,u(01I0), p(10D), 1r(OlD),
cl(22"41).
1. Habit characterized by great deyelopment of the negative prism ,u
and found on a number of crystals.
2. Habit characterized by great development of the positiYe prism 1Il.
It is in general not uncommon for 111 to be broader parallel to the Yel'tical
axis than ,u.
3. Habit characterized by second order forms d and a found with but
slight yariation in 10 crystals in a lot of 500 examined. The oscillatol'~'
striations between c and p are often found instead of r(1012) and appeare(1
in front upper sectant of crystal from which the drawing was made.
4. Detail of part of a cr,)~stal showing a coarse development of the
oscillatory growth zone between c and p. Of two crystals on which this
coarse development was found, one had the second order hexagonal priRlll
a (as figured) without cl, and the other r1 without a.
ALBI'fE.

;}, 5a. Albite in simple albite twin from druse. P(OOl), M(010),
l(110), 1'(110), 1](12"0), f(130),:'(130), ,'('(T01), c(lI1), o(ITl), o(IT2),
® (311), ~l (221).
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EXPLANA'rION OF PLA'l'E 39.
XEPTUXITE.

Forms shown: 0(001),
g' (211),1'(221), p('311).

a(100),

m(110),

s(J.11), o(I11),i(I12),

1. Common type. The form g is frequently slightly curved and is of
variable width, and p is often the largest of the terminal forms. The
back planes almost always cut much lower on the prisms than the front
planes.
2. A not very common type with broad development of the unit pytamids, 8 and o. It shows a common appearance of g ·with curved edges and
narrowing from center toward periphery. It is also very common for the
basal plane 0 to have this outline, elongated obliquely to the symmetry
plane, as is also shown in figures 3 and .1-.
3. From a doubly terminated crystal with peculiar geometrically
asymmetric development. It shows the two most common ways in which
/' appears, depending on the development of g.
4. Only one crystal of this type of development found. The front
pyramid 8 cuts dmyn lower on the prism than the back pyramid p;i and g
are absent, and rand p occur as narrow strips bordering o.
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